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RESULTS :

R IS ING  ENTERPR ISE  VALUE
INCREASED

ACT IV I TY  IN  THE  DA I LY  TRAD ING
VOLUME  OF  THE  STOCK  

CFSG was asked, after a number of meetings with management during the Spring of 2015,

to provide tactical and strategic advice for SPYR Inc. (SPYR). The Company wanted to

increase their public market valuation and increase their daily trading volume.

Non-deal road shows were arranged for management and CFSG coordinated a number of

successful NYC based road shows for a large base of interested retail brokers, accredited

investors and local institutions. Below are just a few of the exciting releases, which allowed

the Company to gain visibility. 
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Email: swunderlich@cfsg1.com
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Consulting for Strategic Growth 1, Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “CFSG1”) prepares and/or
publishes various publications, including press releases and corporate profiles, on behalf of
private and public companies. CFSG1 also publishes its own publications, including “CEO
Interviews” and “The Small Cap Review”. These publications contain information about the
companies and/or their securities. In accordance with agreements that CFSG1 has with its
clients, it distributes these publications via Email, the U.S. mails, or facsimile. No
information contained in CFSG1’s publications should be considered as a solicitation to
purchase or sell a company’s securities. CFSG1 is not a registered investment advisor or a
registered securities broker dealer. CFSG1 does not undertake or represent to make
investment recommendations or provide advice pertaining to the purchase or sale of
securities mentioned in its publications.

The information contained in CFSG1’s publications is compiled by CFSG1 based upon
sources that it believes to be reliable; however, CFSG1 does not guarantee the accuracy of
any information contained in the publications. CFSG1 does not endorse, independently
verify, or assert the truthfulness or reliability of any statements or data pertaining to its
client companies. Investors should not rely solely on the information contained in CFSG1’s
or a client company’s publications when making  an investment decision. Instead, investors
should use the information provided only as a starting point for conducting additional
research that will permit them to form their own opinions regarding the companies.

The receipt of the information contained in CFSG1’s publications shall not create, under
any circumstance, any implication that there has been no change in the affairs of a client
company since the date of the publication regarding the client company. Statements
made in any of CFSG1’s or a client company’s publications that are not historical facts are
“forward looking statements” that involve risks and uncertainties. These statements may be
identified by the use of terminology such as “believes”, “expects,”, “may”, “will”, “should”, or
“anticipates”. The actual results of a company’s operations, financial condition, or other
aspects of its business could differ materially from those discussed in the publications. The
information contained in CFSG1’s publications may pertain to small cap and/or thinly
traded securities, which by their nature involve an extremely high degree of risk.

Investment in such securities could result in the loss of some or all of an investment. In
addition, due to the illiquid nature of some of these securities, an investor may be unable
to sell his or her securities.


